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DISCLAIMER 

Sersan Sistemas is a Spanish FinTech, located in the WealthTech sub-area. The words 'Wealth' 

and 'Tech', come together to give rise to a new generation of financial technology companies 

that seek to create digital solutions to help the transformation of the investment industry. 

Sersan Sistemas does not offer investment or trading advice, recommendations, or advisory 

strategies with respect to any security, group of securities, market segment or market. 

Sersan Sistemas provides the signals of its strategies to the company Tradeslide Trading Tech 

LTD company regulated and authorized by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) of United 

Kingdom under the number FRN 586466 and to SAPIENS MARKETS EU SOCIEDAD DE VALORES, 

S.A company regulated and authorized by the CNMV with official registry number 311 and CIF 

A10537348. Both companies operate under the trade name Darwinex. 

Darwinex uses the signals from Sersan Sistemas' strategies to inform the investable indices called 

Darwin SYO and Darwin OYS, which Darwinex offers to its clients as part of its discretionary 

portfolio management service in a managed account format. 

All Darwins analysis and charts shown in this report use data published by Darwinex on its 

website. Darwins performance has a VaR/risk target of 6.5% monthly at 95%. Past performance 

of the Darwins does not guarantee future returns. 

This report is issued for informational purposes only and is not and should not be considered a 

recommendation to buy or sell. 
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SYO CAPITAL AND RESULTS SUMMARY 

 

 

 

Picture 1: Investors and capital accumulated in SYO Picture 2: Darwinia's end-of-month SYO assignment 

 

 

 

Picture 3: Historical SYO returns 
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OYS CAPITAL AND RESULTS SUMMARY 

 

 

 

Picture 4: Investors and accumulated capital in OYS Picture 5: OYS month-end Darwinia assignment 

 

 

 

Picture 6: Historical returns of OYS 
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BENCHMARK INDEXES 

Benchmarks are used to compare the performance of an asset or investment, both in terms of 

return and risk. The two indices that we believe best reflect the style of each Darwin are these: 

1. The "Credit Suisse Managed Futures Liquid Index USD" is defined by its creators as an 

"index that seeks to gain broad exposure to Managed Futures (usually CTAs) using 

primarily systematic trading programs that rely heavily on historical price data and 

market trends such as equities, fixed income, commodities and currencies. CTAs do not 

usually have a particular bias towards a net long or short position in a particular market. 

The Managed Futures Liquid Index is also a factor within the Credit Suisse Global 

Strategies Liquid Index." 

In our opinion, this index reflects the philosophy of the Darwin SYO very well. 

The annualized return of this index over the last 5 years is +5.38%. However, since its 

inception (September 98) it has obtained an annualized +7.15%. 

 

2. The "MSCI World Net Return USD" as a representative of global equities, as it includes 

mid- and large-cap companies from 23 developed countries. We use the Net Return 

version because it is the only type of index that faithfully reflects the performance of an 

investor who would have replicated the index, as it reinvests the dividends paid 

periodically by the stocks in the index. 

In our opinion, this index reflects the philosophy of the Darwin OYS very well, although 

for simplicity's sake the S&P 500 Net Return would also be valid. 

Those regular readers will have noticed that we have updated the Benchmark from MSCI World 

Net Return EUR to MSCI World Net Return USD, as it was wrong to use the EUR version. We 

explain. Although we trade in US ETFs denominated in USD, OYS hedges the currency, which 

implies that the outcome of your evenings is the same as that of the ETF issued in USD. We chose 

the EUR version, even before OYS existed, because most investors invested in EUR, but that 

would make sense if you didn't hedge the currency. Hedging the currency, it is absurd to use the 

EUR version. 

We recommend reading the commentary of the report in the final part, where we go deeper into 

all this, but it is as easy as the previous one was not faithful to the OYS trading, so it was obliged 

to change it. Of course, all charts have been updated with the correct index.  
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CORRELATION ANALYSIS 

The Darwin SYO has been compared to an index of the Managed Futures style, which includes 

alternative strategies to conventional ones. These tend to have little correlation with 

conventional investment styles such as equities or fixed income. In other words, they are alpha-

seeking strategies. 

The Darwin OYS has been compared to an equity index, i.e., a conventional index, which means 

that it aims to beat this index in terms of return/risk. If the strategies governing SYO seek Alpha, 

those governing OYS seek Beta, specifically Smart Beta. 

What does it mean that two assets have little or no correlation with each other? It means that 

they tend to move independently of each other. Correlation is measured between -1 and +1. 

Let's look at the correlations that the monthly returns of these Darwins have with each other and 

with the benchmarks discussed: 

 Credit Suisse Managed 
Futures Liquid Index USD 

MSCI WORLD NR USD 

SYO -0,094 +0,103 

 

Table 1: Correlation of monthly returns between SYO, MSCI World NR USD and Credit Suisse Managed Futures Liquid Index 

USD since Dec-2016 (Values between +1.00 and -1.00). 

 

 SYO MSCI WORLD NR USD 

OYS +0,037 +0,612 

 

Table 2: Correlation of monthly returns between OYS, SYO and MSCI World NR USD from Jan-2021(Values between +1.00 

and -1.00) 

At the time of writing, SYO has a gross annualized return of +17.61% and OYS of -7.18%, 

both calculated and published on the Darwinex website at a maximum target risk of 6.5% VaR 

(95%) monthly.  
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CORRELATION IN PICTURES 

The previous section shows the mathematical correlations of each index and each Darwin. Since 

the two Darwins have little correlation with each other, what would happen if we were to mix 

them? 

For didactic purposes only, we created an example fictitious index (white line) composed of 50% 

of the Darwin SYO and 50% of the Darwin OYS. We create the chart since we have OYS data, 

beginning of 2021. We rebalance monthly to always maintain a 50% weight on each Darwin. 

Picture 7 shows the return obtained by each Darwin, together with the two benchmark indexes 

mentioned above and the 50% / 50% fictitious index since OYS public data has been available. 

The charts are based on data extracted from the Darwinex website. 

 

Picture 7: Monthly cumulative returns since Jan-2021 of Darwins SYO and OYS, MSCI World NR USD, Credit Suisse 

Managed Futures Liquid Index, and the fictitious index 50% SYO and 50% OYS 
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While we still have little historical data, we can see in picture 7 what is implied by the two Darwins 

having little correlation with each other. 

 

Picture 8: Drawdown obtained from the monthly returns since Jan-2021 of SYO, OYS, MSCI World NR, Credit Suisse 

Managed Futures Liquid Index, and the fictitious index 50% SYO and 50% OYS. 

 

This stabilizing effect is best seen in the monthly drawdown graph that can be seen in picture 8, 

although it will become clearer as the history increases. Note how the green line (OYS) and the 

magenta line (SYO) usually have drawdowns at different times. 

SYO historical charts 

Since we still have little historical data for Darwin OYS, we have decided to keep the previous 

charts that we published in the Darwin SYO reports, including the OYS data in them. This poses 

a problem, OYS and the rest of the assets start at a different time, so we had to decide where on 
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the chart we would start OYS. A priori, starting it at 0 may seem the most logical thing to do, but 

that information was already shown in picture 7, so it would not give us any new information. 

Therefore, we have decided to start the OYS line at the SYO line to compare the two Darwins with 

each other. 

This can be seen in picture 9. The white line has a dashed line segment and a solid line segment. 

The dashed segment corresponds to the period when there was no OYS and is therefore 

constructed with 50% SYO and 50% MSCI World NET USD, while the solid segment is constructed 

with 50% SYO and 50% OYS. 

 

Picture 9: Monthly cumulative returns since Dec-2016 of the Darwin SYO, MSCI World NR USD, Credit Suisse Managed 

Futures Liquid Index and the 50% SYO and 50% MSCI line until OYS operational start (white dotted line), thereafter 50% 

SYO and 50% OYS. We start the OYS performance at the equivalent point of SYO for comparison. 

 

In picture 10 we have the historical graph of Draw Downs with all the data since SYO has been in 

existence. 
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Picture 10: Drawdown obtained from monthly returns since Dec-2016 of SYO, OYS, MSCI World NR, Credit Suisse Managed 

Futures Liquid Index and the dummy line composed of 50% SYO and 50% OYS. 

 

This chart helps us to see the Draw Downs with more perspective by having more history. The 

fictitious index that represents the 50% / 50% mix of the two Darwins (before the existence of 

OYS it was MSCI World + SYO), is the one with the lowest and shortest monthly drawdown among 

the 4 assets. The maximum drawdown calculated on the monthly returns of the MSCI World NR USD 

would be -25.42%, that of SYO -10.47%, that of OYS -24.26%, that of the CS Managed Futures Liquid 

Index USD -18.72% and that of the 50% / 50% fictitious index would be -9.61%.  
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SERSAN SISTEMAS' COMMENTARY 

The Darwin SYO closes October with a return of -0.57%, leaving the year at +7.33%, while the 

Darwin OYS ends the month with a return of -2.31%, leaving the year at -24.63%. Third 

consecutive month with both portfolios in negative, what a streak we have been on. 

A month of rebound in equities but very focused on some sectors. They all rose, but the best was 

energy with a rise of +24.96% while the worst was communication services, which includes 

some of the large technology companies such as Meta or Alphabet, which rose only +0.67%. 

Consumer discretionary, real estate and utilities also lagged with gains of less than 2%. 

Thus, the S&P 500 rose much more, +8.13%, than the Nasdaq, +4.00%, which is not at all usual. 

Neither is it usual for the German Dax to beat both with +9.41%, but this month the euro has 

risen against the dollar by +0.81%. The euro is down more than 12% for the year and hence the 

Dax is apparently doing much better than the US indices, but if we adjust for the currency effect 

DAX is down -16.56% and SPY in euros is down -7.10%. Reviewing the other markets, we usually 

follow, the TLT falls -6.19% and the GLD -1.78% in October. 

Look at the following picture which shows the performance of the US SPDRs which breaks down 

the SPY into 11 sectors: 
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Picture 11: Percentage chart showing the October performance of the 11 US SPDRs together with the SPY (white line). 

 

Regarding the macroeconomic scenario we would almost prefer to refer you to previous reports 

because there is no news, but we will summarize: We are still in a very inflationary scenario with 
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central banks raising rates at a pace not seen for many years, especially in the United States. In 

the picture below you can see how rates are currently rising: 

 

Picture 12: Current situation of interest rates set by the ECB for Europe and the FED for the US. 

 

The market is very sensitive to any news that could influence this rate hike. In fact, we are in one 

of those moments where it seems that the market prefers bad news to good news. The logic 

behind this is that a bad piece of economic data, a piece of data that points to the economy 

deteriorating, makes the market think that central banks may slow down rate hikes. Rate hikes 

are intended to curb inflation, but they pay a price in the form of economic deterioration, 

something that in general terms is not desirable or positive, even for central banks. Why do they 

raise rates then? Because they consider inflation to be worse and therefore prefer the lesser evil 

of economic deterioration. Raising rates is the only weapon a central bank has for curb inflation 

and inflation is considered very dangerous. However, if the economy were to deteriorate sharply, 

it might cause bankers to hold back on raising rates because then the price to be paid might be 
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too high. Let us bear in mind that an economic downturn should in principle imply a reduction 

in demand and this would in principle slow down the rise in prices. It is true that in Europe we 

are suffering from supply-side inflation, caused by the rise in energy and raw materials, first due 

to the logistical bottlenecks following the pandemic and then due to the war in Ukraine. But in 

the US, they do have demand inflation, which is coupled with supply inflation. The following 

picture clearly shows how inflation in Europe comes mainly from energy and non-durable 

consumption, which includes food. In contrast, in the U.S. we see how the rise is spread across all 

types of products. 

 

Picture 13: Inflation breakdown for US, Europe, Japan, and China 

 

Strategies trading in SYO 

October has been a bullish month for equities, although in the first part of the month we saw 

falls, in the second part of the month we had a consistent rebound, although it was by quarters 

as we have seen with the analysis of the sectors and there was no lack of frequent downward 

threats. A rise with some solid stretches, but quite "dirty" as can be seen in the following picture: 
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Picture 14: Nasdaq regular timetable futures on daily candles during October 

 

And in this context Apollo has made a good month on the long side, but quite bad on the short 

side. All 4 long sets in positive and all 4 short sets in negative. The systems have fallen into the 

trap several times in the search for shorts. In fact, overall Apollo ends the month with very slight 

losses. 
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And gold in its usual tone lately. It does have its moments of trend, especially on the short side, 

and in fact it has not been one of the worst months, but it often gets stuck with those continuous 

changes of direction that make you close or open a position and then reverse the movement. 

Let's look at the following picture: 

 

Picture 15: Gold futures chart on 240-minute candlestick during October 
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On the long side Nemesis adds losses, with all the sets in red, although most of them with very 

slight losses. And on the short side we have 3 sets in positive and one in negative and with 

moderate losses, although on the short side it adds capital gains. In the overall Nemesis also ends 

in losses like Apollo, but also slight. 

Strategies trading in OYS 

Throughout October we have been "defensive", that is, invested in TLT and GLD. We say 

"defensive" because this year they have not been very defensive. This month, TLT has been the 

main cause of the -2.31% with which OYS ended. In fact, this trade ended in stop, the first 

Mercury trade to end in stop since we have been trading it in Darwinex. 

As we have already commented one day, OYS is an equity Smart Beta that only trades on the 

upside and its objective is to beat equities in the long term in return/risk ratios. This year it is 

being more Beta than Smart because it practically falls the same as the US indices, but in the long 

term we are sure it will achieve its objectives. Logically, when the stock market rebounds it will 

probably re-join equities. This month we tried, on the last day of the month we opened longs in 

the stock market, but they were closed in the first days of November. 

I would like to take this opportunity to remind you that OYS hedges the currency, i.e., its correct 

comparison is with the American indexes or ETFs, since its trades gain or lose what the ETFs 

issued in USD lose. Darwin invests in American ETFs and hedges the currency in all its trades, 

which implies that it is neither benefited nor harmed by the EUR/USD exchange rate, its results 

come only from the trades it makes in the ETFs and these are issued in dollars. 

Development 

The Apollo revisions are well underway and the Nemesis set, which had not been revised for a 

long time, has been added to the list. This time I got a notice of a Nemesis set for review. Nothing 

serious, but it does seem that some sets have lost market timing. We will see if the revisions imply 

changes or not. 

Regarding IRIS for OYS is still pending some final decision, but it is almost ready. We are also really 

waiting for a good time to introduce it, which may or may not come in the next few weeks. If OYS 

does not come out of Draw Down a little bit, we will not introduce major changes in OYS. 
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Conclusions 

It has not been a good month and it is not being a good year either, neither in OYS nor in SYO. 

OYS is falling more than we would like and SYO, despite its +8% for the year, is failing to stand 

out clearly, in a year in which Alfa should stand out more. 

We have been doing this for many years and we know that we can't get it right 100% of the time. 

The market changes, circumstances change, and we make mistakes, and we get it right. We have 

made mistakes before and we will continue to make them, they are part of our work, and we take 

them with exigency and self-criticism, but with normality. We also know that without exigency 

there is no excellence and that looking for excuses in the market is typical of losers. 

OYS is falling victim to a market where all assets have fallen sharply, and fixed income has fallen 

more than equities. His defensive strategies are not only not defending, but they are also 

bringing notable losses. 2022 will be a bad year for him, but 2023, 2024, etc. will come. This is a 

long-distance race, don't forget. And SYO is suffering a lot on the long side, both Nasdaq and 

Gold, but more so in Nasdaq. Both Nasdaq and Gold contribute capital gains on the short side 

but much more Nasdaq than Gold. This can be considered normal, but the key to the success of 

the systems is that when they are in a hostile market, they survive with few losses and this has 

not been the case especially in Apollo, which has lost too much on the long side. It is also true 

that this year Artemis would have contributed a lot of value, although it is true that in other years 

it would have been the other way around. 

We will continue and we will see how the remaining year ends. If we manage to leave SYO above 

10% per year and OYS below -20% we could consider it a good year. Let's go for it. 

 

October 30, 2022 

Sersan Sistemas 


